HELP EVER HURT NEVER LYRICS

(1)

Help Ever Hurt Never
Siyang Luit Dibang Ranganadi*
We are artisans of the new age
Of the Subansiri river bank*
New revolution new consciousness
Millions of dreams for transformation
Let’s proceed and sing valiantly
Help Ever Hurt Never

(2)

We are the millions future of the century
Never Ending Evolution of prospering India
Blue sky of the new rise is unseen
O The blue sky of the civilized world is
Unseen today

(3)

Globalization, Liberalization
Make long standing the dissonant
Fishing by a bamboo scoop and dreaming
In the sweet taste of Bao rice*

_Bao is a verity of rice having red rice._
_Siyang, Luit, Dibang, Ranganadi Subansiri name of the rivers in North-Eastern Estates (Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Tripura, Mizoram, Manipur, Sikkim) of India.
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